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Dear Reader
This Spring has been full of moment and has sped faster than light. Already the hawthorn is nearly out,
and bluebells have replaced the violets in our garden. We have also acquired a new feline companion:
Scaramouche arrived hungry and cold at our backdoor back in icy February. Having advertised her on
all the lost cat sites and around the area, she remained unclaimed and thus, ours. She is a sandy tabby,
part Bengal, with a completely articulated middle section, like a bendy-bus. Willow, our white cat, is still
getting used to having this streaky thunderbolt in the house and has moved into Scaramouche’s bed.

This year we are offering two FÍOS talks, including the inaugural Chair of Wisdom lecture in August,
given by David Elkington. Also, our Midsummer day at Oriel College, Oxford is the first of our open
FÍOS symposia: Ancient Mysteries, Living Myth is a day in which Dr. Kresho Vukovic will speak about
Roman Religion, and where we will enjoy conversations with our audience.

John is deep in several collaborations on books with not only Mark Ryan over Wild Magic, the workbook
for the Wildwood Tarot, but also with Andrea Aste on a joint tarot project, details to be announced
soon, and with Gareth Knight.
May the early spring open new depths of vision to you!

Many blessings

Caitlín & John Matthews
BOOKS ON KINDLE

The following titles are available as ebooks:

Caitlín: Celtic Visions, Complete Lenormand Oracle Handbook, Sophia Goddess of Wisdom, This
Ancestral Heart (ed. With Paul Davies). Diary of a Soul Doctor.
John: Barddas, The Celtic Shaman, Henry Hunter & the Beast of Snagov, Henry Hunter & the Cursed
Pirates, Shamanism Bible, The Sidhe, Sir Gawain – Knight of the Goddess,
Caitlín & John: Element Encyclopedia of Magical Creatures, The Fourth Gwenevere, Walkers Between
Worlds,
Mark Ryan & John: Hold Fast.

Dwina Murphy Gibb: Pandora’s Dilemma

INTRODUCING OUR GUEST SHAMANIC CO-TEACHERS in 2017

WIL KINGHAN is a shamanic teacher who leads workshops throughout Europe. He is the artist of The
Shaman’s Oracle, Steampunk Tarot; Gods of the Machine. As co-founders of Mythwood Films, he and
John write scripts for tv and film and adminster Mythwood Books.
FELICITY WOMBWELL is a creative arts therapist with a shamanic practice in Brighton. She is the author
of The Goddess Changes and co-founder of FíOS. Felicity has spearheaded many community art
projects.
Dr. ANGELA COTTER is a Jungian analyst who integrates constellations work, energy psychotherapy
and shamanic approaches into her practice. She has researched the wounded healer concept in health
care practice, evolved a way of working with dreams that have not reached resolution in both an
individual and group context.
MARGOT HARRISON is an experienced shamanic practitioner with a practice in Cheltenham.
CAIT BRANIGAN is a Bean Feasa (shamanic practitioner) and healer working within the traditions of
Ireland.

SHAMANIC COURSES OPEN TO ALL

FOUNDATION COURSE IN CELTIC & ANCESTRAL SHAMANISM:
LEVEL A TRAINING
This course begins the Level A training. If you want to see the shape of the curriculum, go to:

http://www.hallowquest.org.uk/resources/curriculumtraining.pdf

15-18 June 2017 WALKERS BETWEEN WORLDS with Caitlín Matthews in Melbourne, Australia. This
foundation course in Celtic and Ancestral Shamanism is the first of a series in an on-going programme,
designed to provide essential grounding in practical shamanic training. As experience and trust deepen,
so the forms and contacts evolve. Understanding of shamanism assimilates through practice, prayer and
life experience, for a sustained spiritual life is what underlies shamanic service. Homework will be given,
and some supervision and support will be offered via skype, until this training continues next year. Since
it is our spirits who are our teachers, there are no certificates at the end of this training: as William S.
Lyon writes: ‘you never graduate from learning the art of shamanism.’ Caitlín will be returning in
following years to continue this training. Venue Eltham Gateway Conference Centre
1339 Main Road, Eltham Vic 3095. Tel: 03 94311666. Registration: Linda Henery,
linda.henery@optusnet.com.au Tel: +61 407 829615
16 February -18 February 2018 CELTIC VISIONS: Seership, Omens and Divination from Nature

with Caitlín Matthews. This residential course explores the realm of Celtic seership, divination and vision
that was once the preserve of the druidic seers of the Celtic world who used subtle perception to reveal
nature's truth and the soul’s knowledge. Caitlín has made a special study of the oracular and sacred
traditions, finding simple, practical ways by which these methods can illuminate the present moment.
Participants will learn how to read the omens of the natural world and use traditional methods, including
'the Three Illuminations' - ancient Irish modes of oracular divination by incantation, resonance and
shamanic incubation - and 'the Augury of Brighid' which was employed by the ancestral freers of Gaelic
Scotland. There will be opportunities to give and receive oracles and auguries, by means of the dha
shealladh or 'the two seeings' and by other traditional methods. The course is open to all.
Held at Dunderry Park. Starts at 19:00 and finishes at 16:00 Fee, with meals and board included: €290.
Early Bird (Book by August 31 2017): €270. Email the organisers Ger Moane, Cait Brannigan, Eilis Stanley
at: caitlinmatthewsireland@gmail.com for more infor. www.facebook.com/events/690529777814118/
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL SHAMANIC PRACTITIONER TRAINING: LEVEL B
For those who’ve completed the Foundation Course.
Courses marked * are £20 cheaper to those who subscribe to FíOS
PLEASE NOTE: The intermediate level courses will not run again until 2019.

*13-16 July 2017
TENDING THE HEARTH: CELTIC METHODS OF
HOUSE-CLEARING
Led by Cáit Branigan and Caitlín Matthews.
Cáit Branigan is an ordained Priestess Hierophant, a Bean
Feasa (Shamanic Practitioner) and healer working within
the Irish tradition. She teaches groups and conducts
ceremonies, teaching internationally. She teaches
regularly on the Walkers Between Worlds curriculum.
Image by Ann Mason

Many homes are affected by intrusive energies, environmental residues or unresolved ancestral issues,
which impact upon our health. The skill to bring healing to the hearth is taught by experienced
practitioner, Cáit Branigan, who has been professionally healing land and homes around Ireland for 20

years. Using shamanic journeying, meditation and hands-on practice, we will explore the core elements
of house-clearing, learning to deal with dragon lines, underground streams, clearing of blocked energies
and hauntings, to bring blessing to the home. Participants should have sources of strong inner guidance
for this course. Bring dowsing rods and pendulum.
Single £405, Shared £345 Non-res, £285 Please send your non-returnable deposit of £90 payable to
Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Rd., Stroud, Glos GL6 7QW (01453 759034) Enclose an SAE for
map & confirmation.
*3-6 September 2017 MIDWIFING THE SOUL with Caitlín Matthews & Angela Cotter This
residential course teaches shamanic methods of soul-retrieval, extraction of spiritual intrusions and
practical ways to guard the three souls. We will explore the Celtic concept of the soul and its reenchantment, through the profound medium of soul-singing. Considerable pair-work is involved Take
Thresholds of Power first. At EarthSpirit, Somerton, Somerset. Camp/Caravan: £353, Standard: £370,
En Suite: £388. Special Diets: +£23 Single Occupancy of double rooms +£43. Send a £150 nonreturnable deposit payable to Caitlín Matthews to Jane May, Briarwood, Long Wittenham, Oxon OX14
4QW (01865 407680) janedmay@btinternet.com

ADVANCED LEVEL SHAMANIC PRACTITIONER TRAINING: LEVEL C
for those who’ve completed Intermediate Level B.
Note: The Advanced Level courses run over a three year cycle and are not all available every year. When
there are sufficient students to activate it, we open up Level D courses every five years or so, depending
on numbers. The nature of this training takes into account that people will fall out or need to stop for a
few years between courses. We don’t require that you take the full curriculum without a break, as we
know that life happens! This way you can work your way through the levels in order, in real time, rather
than in serial time.
12-15 November 2017 VOYAGES OF THE SOUL: SHAMANIC WISDOM OF DEATH with Caitlín
Matthews & Angela Cotter. This course explores the shamanic wisdom of death; the help that can be
brought to the dying; the healing available around bereavement, hauntings, unfinished business and
ancestral bequests. We will find allies, rituals and passports to our own living and dying, exploring how we
pass through death’s labyrinth to emerge as living souls. We will learn how to make soul-houses for our
kindred. The Soul Friends Moon Boat Ritual offers initiation to all participants so that they may be
consecrated as an Anam-Cara or Soul Friend, a soul-midwife to the dying, wherever that service is
required. Unsuitable for the recently bereaved. At EarthSpirit, Somerton, Somerset. Camp/Carv £363,
Standard £380, En Suite £398. Send a £150 non-returnable deposit payable to Caitlín Matthews to
Jane May, Briarwood, Long Wittenham, Oxon OX14 4QW (01865 407680)

janedmay@btinternet.com

MAGICAL AND MYTHIC COURSES & OTHER EVENTS
These courses, events and signings are open to all who are on their spiritual path.
FiOS MASTERCLASSES offer an opportunity to deepen spiritual practice with a living exemplar of a
tradition. Courses marked * give £20 member’s discount.
20 JUNE 2017 WINTER WORKSHOPS AT THE TAROT GUILD, MELBOURNE, Australia.
These two divination workshops by Caitlín are part of her only visit to Australia this year.
1. LENORMAND AS PROPHECY: Reading for Countries and Institutions. In a fast-changing world, we
have all noticed how our Grand Tableau reading is speeding up. This is nowhere more evident than in
the way world-events shape our lives. In this session, Caitlín will be looking at how Lenormand can
become a prophetic oracle when reading on events of national or world importance, for communities
rather than just individuals. Bring your favourite Lenormand, and one or two topics which concern a
group, collective, institution or country. 10.00 am – 12.30 pm. Cost TGA Member $85 Non
Member $95

The same day Caitlín will offer the following:
2. READING THE MARSEILLE TAROT: Skills from Previous Centuries. Establishing or interpreting
meaning is always a challenge when turning from illustrated minor arcanas to tarots which show only pips.
Ahead of her new book, Untold Tarot: The Lost Art of Reading Ancient Tarots, Caitlín leads a session
on how we can read pip tarots, looking at a couple of methods. Bring a traditional pip tarot such as the
Tarot de Marseille, Visconti etc. 2.00pm – 4.30pm. Cost TGA Member $85 Non Member $95.
Venue to be advised. Contact Linda Henery, linda.henery@optusnet.com.au Tel: +61 407 829
615
24 June 2017 ANCIENT MYSTERIES: LIVING MYTH: Celebrating Roman Religion
with Dr. Kresimir Vukovic, John and Caitlín Matthews. Cicero boasted that ‘we Romans … outstrip
every people and nation in our piety, sense of religious scruple and our awareness that everything is
controlled by the power of the gods.’ Dr Kresimir Vukovic explores the spirituality of the people of the
Roman Empire, who saw their relationship to the gods as reciprocal, embodied in the saying do ut des (I
give so that you may give back). The day will explore the ancient practice of sacrifice as an
acknowledgement of the interdependence of all life, as can be seen in a range of rituals, from everyday
rites to the Lares (the ancestor spirits of home and family) to the grand sacrifices of the Roman state.
Many of the religions practiced nowadays trace their roots to ancient times, from the sense of belonging
to the earth and being in a reciprocal relationship with its spirits through the mythical imagery of Sun and
Dawn down to depictions of mythical women as virgins and prostitutes (e.g. Virgin Mary and Mary
Magdalene). Lares and genii: spirits of the hearth, earth, place and humans. With talks, audience
discussions, and conversations with Caitlín & John Matthews, this day explores the ancient Mysteries as
living myth, through the practices of Roman Religion, and the wider world of myth and legend.

Earth Mother & Aeon

Altar of the Lares & Penates.

Held at The Harris Theatre, Oriel College, Oxford, 10am-5.30pm. BOOKING: To reserve a place,
please contact Jane May, Briarwood, Long Wittenham, Oxford OX14 4QW (01865 407680),
janedmay@btinternet.com. £65, or concessionary £55 includes sandwich lunch, tea & coffee.
Cheques payable to Caitlín Matthews, marking your payment ‘Ancient Mysteries’.

Dr KRESIMIR VUKOVIC is lecturer in Classics at
Oriel College, Oxford. His doctoral thesis on the
festival of the Lupercalia challenged mainstream
views on Roman religion, showing that Roman
Republican festivals have a long tradition of ritual
performance that goes back millennia, comparable to
rites of many other peoples and cultures across time
and space. He has published a range of articles on
various aspect of Roman religion and mythology in
scholarly journals from the United States to Italy.

28-30 July 2017 GAIANEERING: THE ART OF HOPE AND WHOLENESS. John Matthews will be
speaking by video-link only at this three day summit held in Seattle, WA. It will be considering subtle and
spiritual realms, the life and intelligences of nature, our cousins the Sidhe, as well as human technologies
and environments. It will include contributions from David Spangler, Freya Secrest, Lee Irwin, Deb KoffChapin and Michaela Small Wright, the founder of Perelandra.$225 or $200 each if you bring a friend.
Held at Bastyr University, near Seattle. Email: lorianeducation@msn.com, phone 425 442 2349.

www.Lorian.org/gaianeers/register
25-7 August 2017 THE QUEST FOR THE SANGREAL + 26 August THE JORDANIAN LEAD
CODICES: CHAIR OF WISDOM LECTURE with David Elkington and John Matthews.

Card from The Grail Tarot.

One of the Jordanian Lead Codices ã David Elkington

We think of the Sangreal as the mysterious medieval object of quest, but its origins stem from a remoter
past, until recently lost. Two eminent Grail scholars offer a radical new interpretation, presenting startling
evidence from early Christian times and before, tracing the Sangreal’s history from inception, through
many streams - warrior monks, secret societies and treasure hunters - to reveal its true nature. With talks,
discussions, meditation and ceremony, we celebrate the Sangreal myth for all seekers. As part of the
weekend we also present:
26th August at 7.45-9.45pm David Elkington will give the inaugural Chair of Wisdom inaugural FÍOS
lecture, open to the public, on the Jordanian Lead Codices. These extraordinary codices have been dated
to 1-2nd century CE, found in the context of tombs, they relate to the early Nazarene Christians and
have implications for Western Christianity. Entry fee on door for members of the public £16/£12 conc.
DAVID ELKINGTON is co-author of The Case for the Jordan Codices. He specializes in the field of
acoustics, the rise of language & religion.
Single £305, Shared £265,Non-res £225/ Please send your non-returnable deposit of £90 payable to

Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Rd., Stroud, Glos GL6 7QW (01453 759034) Enclose an SAE for
map & confirmation.
1–3 December 2017
VOICES OF THE GODDESS: POETRY & PROPHECY
FROM THE DEEP LANDS

with John & Caitlín Matthews, and special guests Dwina
Murphy Gibb and Ian Rees

Our 32nd Open Mystery School
Every country has its voices who speak
for the spirit of the land. Britain and Ireland have their own tutelary goddess, appearing in many forms to
inspire and guide: Cailleach, Queen of the Wood, Scotia, Britannia. Those poets most tuned to her voice
address us prophetically from their communion with the land. Our exploration, including poetry of David
Jones, Charles Williams and W.B.Yeats, transcends national and political divides, speaking from the deep
land of our common heritage. We invite you to our magical 32nd Mystery School, where the way to the

deep lands opens through myth, meditation, ritual and poetry. As usual, we will be performing a
practical magical working that brings our themes together.

Ian Rees

Dwina Murphy Gibb

John & Caitlín

IAN REES is a psycho-spiritual psychotherapist who teaches the Annwn Foundation
DWINA MURPHY GIBB is an Irish poet, playwright and artist, the author of the Cormac novels. She is
at work on a new poetry collection, and her late husband, Robin’s, biography.
Fees: Single £320, Shared £280, Non-res £240 Please send your non-returnable deposit of £90
payable to Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Rd., Stroud, Glos GL6 7QW (01453 759034) Enclose
an SAE for map & confirmation.
FORTHCOMING BOOKS
THE ARMORIAL OF KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE

John has just finished editing the work of our old friend Helmut
Nickel, retired curator of Arms and Armour at the New York
Metropolitan Museum, to bring his life time work on the shields
and arms of the Arthurian Knights and kings to print. This will
be illustrated by paintings of the shields executed by an artist
from the Royal College of Heralds.

The Armorial of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round
Table will be published by Nocturnal Media as part of a series
of Arthurian titles. See below.

MORTE D’ARTHUR by Sir Thomas Malory. This new text edition of Le Morte d’Arthur is edited by
renowned Arthurian scholar John Matthews.

The author of dozens of Arthurian books, John brings a lifetime of knowledge and insight to this edition
of the classic by Sir Thomas Malory. The deluxe hardcover book features reinforced binding and an

interesting 8x8 inch format to feature the stunning cover art by Natee Puttapipat. The book will be an
awesome 750+ pages and full-color throughout. The interior design features an outside margin for notes
to annotate the classic Malory text. (overpage left for sample page) Also available is the graphic novel of
Morte DArthur, written by John Matthews, this first volume of the graphic novel retelling of Le Morte
d’Arthur is guaranteed to convey the essence of the timeless story. The artwork by Tom and Nimue
Brown (Hopeless Maine) is at once whimsical and darkly gothic, perfectly capturing the range of the
story itself. (sample page overpage right).

These will both be available, as ebooks and print copies in Autumn, when we will be carrying both the
original Morte and the graphic novel. The Arthurian Compendium by Phyllis Anne Carr is not available
from us. For full details and prices contact www.Nocturnal-media.com

ARTHURIAN MAGIC

Our ‘Call of Arthur,’ has been retitled Arthurian Magic and is now
out in November 2017. This large book, has a system of Arthurian
magical practice, with additional material from our colleague
Virginia Chandler and rituals by Caitlín. This book is made up of
the work we have done over many years, including many of the
Arthurian rituals from Hawkwood College, where we give our
annual mystery school every December. It takes the reader round
the year, through the seasons, discovering the depths of connection
with the Matter of Britain.

UNTOLD TAROT: THE LOST ART OF READING ANCIENT TAROTS

Caitlín is about to be editing Untold Tarot which explores the
practical ways in which pre-20th century tarots with pip or
number cards can be read, drawing upon the older cartomantic
art of blending cards, rather than reading each from a
predetermined list of meanings. Older tarots like the Tarot de
Marseilles are currently enjoying a great renaissance, but they
are like an untold story that everyone has forgotten, because
they require card-reading skills of a different era. In Untold
Tarot, readers will learn to read their untold story for
themselves.
Due Spring 2018

THE CELTIC BOOK OF THE DEAD: RESTORING THE SOUL TO LIFE

Caitlín is just finishing the reprint of Celtic Book of the Dead which is
coming back, with revisions and new writing, but with the original art by
Danuta Meyer. First published in 1992, this 42 card set and book,
based upon the 8-9th century Irish text of the Voyage of Maelduin,
given here in a new translation, enables the reader to navigate a way
through the shoals of life, divining how the soul can voyage onwards. It
can be used for personal soul-voyages, environmental meditation and
for guiding the dying. Due 2018
Isle of Plenteous Salmon: Danuta Meyer

WILD MAGIC: A WORKBOOK OF THE WILDWOOD TAROT By Mark Ryan and John Matthews,
with additional material by Caitlin Matthews. Wild Magic invokes the power of the Wildwood, of the
Green Man and Green Woman, of the living archetypes of the forest such as Herne the Hunter and
Robin-i-the-Hood. It takes us across time to the pre-Celtic world of the forest that once cloaked much of
the world, where primal forces, cloaked in the shape of animal, bird and fish roamed free and opened
doorways into the primal otherworld of the Ancestors. With chapters on the Lore of the Wild, ways to
work around the archetypal Wheel of the Year, shamanic methods of exploring the wild, and mediations
designed to enable powerful, personal encounters with Wildwood archetypes, as well as newly crafted
rituals enabling the reader to celebrate festivals such as the Midsummer and Midwinter Solstices, the
book takes a new and informed look at a set of ancient traditions applied to the present. Developing the
system behind the best-selling Wildwood Tarot, authors Mark Ryan and John Matthews bring their
profound understanding of Wild Magic to a contemporary audience which includes all of a pagan
persuasion as well as those interested in folk lore, myth and ritual.

Wild Magic Workbook.

Gyphs 19 and 22 from The Moon Oracle

THE MOON ORACLE OF THE SIDHE by John Matthews, art by Wil Kinghan. A set of 30 cards, each
one bearing one of the glyphs to be found incised on stone all over the ancient Celtic world, see those
above. Accompanied by inspirational messages, following those found in The Sidhe by John Matthews
(Lorian Press, 2004). These will act as a means of contacting the power of the Inner Worlds and of
invoking protection for the user. The glyphs have long been recognised as forming a kind of symbolic
language dating from the period of Celtic expansion across Europe and into Britain and Ireland. Here at
last this language will be acknowledged, under the guidance of the Sidhe, as a vital tool for
communication between the worlds and a means of seeking support on the journey of life. Note: ‘Sidhe’
is the older way of writing the modern Irish word ‘Sí’, pronounced Shee: the people of peace. Many
people have been waiting for more from the Sidhe, we know! We hope that this makes you very happy.

LOST BOOK OF THE GRAIL: RESTORING THE VOICES OF THE WELLS

This study of the 13th century text The Elucidation, gives a completely new view of the Grail. This text
has been part of our teaching for many years, but now we have a new translation by Caitlín & Gareth
Knight to assess its implications. The text reveals an alternative causation for the Wasteland which arises
from the violation of the Well Maidens and the spurning of the hospitality of the Faery world.
Frustratingly, we still have no final publication date from Skylight Press.

NEW AND REPRINT BOOKS

COMPLETE KING ARTHUR: MANY FACES, ONE HERO by John & Caitlín Matthews
Every era has its own King Arthur, dressing him and applying his myth to its own concerns. This book
examines the historical and mythological unfolding of that cumulative history which follows him from 6th
century Britain, looking at possible pre-quelling heroes through to the medieval period, into the world of
theatre, music, media and fantasy literature. Piecing together the many fragments that constitute the
image of Arthur, both the man and the myth, we show how each face of Arthur always has something to
offer and how his modern popularity proves the enduring power of the hero-myth, truly earning Arthur
the title he first received in the 15th century: ‘The Once and Future King.’ As the subtitle says, we look
at the many faces of one hero in his historical, mythical and projected place in the history of Britain.
DIARY OF A SOUL DOCTOR from the Ashington Casebooks compiled by Dr. Jack Rivers
By Caitlín Matthews. The Soul Doctor of this series of ten interlinked stories is Richard Ashington.
Known to everyone as Ash, he is a healer and psychologist with a magical background. Calling upon a
wide range of esoteric skills to track down and heal the cause of baffling conditions and mysterious
situations, with his dependable, and sometimes sceptical assistant, Jack Rivers, Ash investigates cases that
have baffled doctors, defying diagnosis or detection. His cases, annotated and compiled in the diaries of
Rivers, explore how the ancient past stirs once again to disrupt the present, how re-incarnational bonds
defy modern conventions, how supernatural happenings create fear and disquiet, and show how the lost
art of soul-healing is applied. Diary of a Soul Doctor opens up a new genre of mystery fiction in which
the soul is the battlefield and metaphysics the weapon of choice.
JACK AND THE WIZARD: Magical Stories from Around the World by John Matthews
Jack wants to be a wizard, so he apprentices himself to Sidesaddle, a sometimes irascible wizard with a lot
of magical wisdom. Through his stories Jack learns that Wizards come in all shapes and sizes - from the
mighty figure of Merlin, King Arthur's enchanter, to the Wizard King who took on the shape
of bird. Some wizards seem to have been born old, others begin as boys like the young magician in the
Hopi story included here, or the clever boy apprenticed to the Green Man of Knowledge. This

collection represents wizards from all around the world - good wizards, bad wizards, wise and foolish
wizards - even sad wizards, such as the one who gets sick and has to get help from an unlikely source
before he can be well again. All retold by master story teller John Matthews, and delightfully
illustrated by Deva Berg.

Robin Hood

Mystery of Spring Heeled Jack

Cathar Tarot cards

THE MYSTERY OF SPRING HEELED JACK by John Matthews. From Victorian Legend to Steampunk
Hero in an extensive investigation of the origins and numerous sightings of the mysterious and terrifying
figure known as Spring-Heeled Jack who, in Victorian London in 1838, was reported as springing over
hedges and walls, from dark lanes and dank graveyards, to frighten and sometimes physically attack
women. Exploring the vast urban legend surrounding this enigmatic figure, John Matthews explains how
the Victorian fascination with strange phenomena and sinister figures paired with hysterical reports
enabled Spring-Heeled Jack to be conjured into existence. Sharing original 19th-century newspaper
accounts of Spring-Heeled Jack sightings and encounters, he also examines recent 20th and 21st-century
reports, including a 1953 UFO-related sighting from Houston, Texas, and disturbing accounts of the
Slender Man, who displays notable similarities with Jack. He traces Spring-Heeled Jack’s origins to earlier
mythical beings from folklore, such as fairy creatures and land spirits, and explores the theory that Jack is
an alien marooned on Earth whose leaping prowess is attributed to his home planet having far stronger
gravity than ours. Available in Nov 2016 328 pages, 6 x 9 Includes 8-page color insert and 34 black-

and-white illustrations Also available as ebook.

ROBIN HOOD
This is the only contemporary book to fully explore the mythology of Robin Hood rather than
concentrating on the human identity of the famous outlaw. It ties Robin to the ancient archetype of the
Green Man, the lore and legends of the Faery race, to the possible Eastern influence of the English
Mummers Plays, and suggests the real identities of several of the Merry Men. The identity of Robin Hood
has been sought many times since the Outlaw of Sherwood first sprang to fame in the 12th century. No
two authorities seem able to agree as to his origins, antecedents, or even whether or not he was a
historical personage or a mythical figure. Historians, both amateur and professional, have for years been
bringing out new books in which they claim to have found 'the real Robin Hood', but his identity remains
clouded. More recent studies have sought to push the boundaries of the story further out into recorded
time - seeking Robin Hood among the records of government and law-enforcement, in the ballads of the
12th to 14th centuries, and in the folk-memory of the people of Britain. For them, Robin is a product of
the ballad maker's muse, or a literary fabrication based on the lives and deeds of several outlaws or the
garbled memory of an actual person whose real life bore little or no resemblance to the romanticized
songs of the ballad-makers. The continuing popularity of the Robin Hood mythos through film, TV and
novelization, shows how deeply the archetype goes. With no less than four new feature films in
production at the moment, Robin Hood has never been more in the public eye. Out in September.
THE SECRET LORE OF LONDON
edited by John Matthews (with Caroline Wise) this is a collection of essays about the hidden lore of
London, edited by John with invaluable help from Caroline Wise, including a selection of marvellous new
photographs taken especially for the book. Though this is based on the Aquarian Guide to Legendary
London, edited by John and Chesca Potter, and originally published nearly 20 years ago, this fresh new
edition contains fully updated and extended chapters, as well as a newly commissioned essay by
Geraldine Beskin and a foreword by Iain Sinclair. The gazetteer of sacred and mysterious sites around
London is expanded and updated, making a fresh and indispensable book covering every aspect of the
magical city. Already available.

THE CATHAR TAROT by John Matthews, with artwork by Wil Kinghan and accompanying This tarot is
based on one of the most enigmatic, and fascinating spiritual groups. During the Middle Ages, the
unorthodox beliefs of the Cathars caused them to be branded heretics, and mercilessly persecuted
during a crusade launched in 1179. They were eradicated and yet their ideas and beliefs – with
tantalizing links to the Grail legend – remain embedded in Western consciousness. They continue to
fascinate us to this day, and here become the perfect content for a stunning new deck. This tarot has
illustrated minors with the suits of Shields, Swords, Love and Wisdom representing the Four Books of
Truth, as well as an array of people associated with the Cathar world upon the court cards. With several

new spreads, this tarot reveals the inner world of the Cathars.

SEASONAL SHRINE - THE MYTHIC IMAGINATION
The Grail legends are full of visions of strange and wondrous matters. I was pondering how these were
understood and received by the questers? For them, the world was already set into Christian mode
whereby wonders could only be ‘approved and Christian’ or ‘forbidden and non-Christian.’ Despite this,
the Elucidation persists in giving us two different visions of the Grail – from an earlier and a later
perspective - and still talking about them in the same way, which leads to what I want to say.
The thing about the mythic imagination is that what rises within it is entirely true: it is only when the
understanding is commandeered by some group or other as being ‘the only true vision’ that we have a
division. In truth, there is no division in what we experience and how it really is.
My mind is drawn inexorably back to poor Bernadette of Lourdes who had her vision at the grotto of
Massabielle, then the rubbish dump of the locality in 1858. As she was crossing the little stream in front
of the grotto she saw a dazzling white light and a figure that she called, in the local Gascon Occitan
dialect, ‘uo petito damizelo.’ Now this is precisely how a person in the Midi-Pyrénées would call a faery.
Indeed, Bernadette herself referred to the visionary figure as ‘aquero’ – a respectful ‘that.’ Because the
figure referred to herself as ‘que soi era immaculada concepcion’ or ‘I am the Immaculate Conception,’
the Church immediate assumed proprietary rights by recognizing the figure as the Blessed Virgin Mary.
The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception states that Mary was conceived without sin in order to be a
worthy vessel to bear the Son of God, and had been present in Catholic thought since 5th century. This
doctrine was not consciously known to Bernadette herself and was only promulgated four years earlier in
1854 by Pius IX in the encyclical, Ineffabilus Deus. So, was Bernadette picking up on something that was
uniquely itself or did she have a vision of the Blessed Mother? The answer may lie in the following
incident.
In 1863, Joseph-Hugues Fabisch was deputed to create a state of Bernadette’s vision – the iconic statue
that is now known as Our Lady of Lourdes. On viewing the finished result, Bernadette admired his
workmanship, but said, ‘No, it is not her.’ Fabisch regarded it as one of the worst sorrows of his artistic
life. He had failed to capture the simplicity and kindness of Bernadette’s ‘petito damizelo.’ What
Bernadette experienced was indeed a pure vision that could have referred equally to the earth of
Massibielle itself or to the Virgin.
Whether you regard her original vision as a faery or the Blessed Mother of God does not matter on one
level, because the nature and experience of the vision did not belong to one group or another: it belongs
to all. The power of the grotto of Massabielle and the waters that eventually flowed from it revealed
themselves first in a vision, and that was the true experience.
Such is the power of the Grail itself: wherever or however you experience it, it is sent for all. Whatever
anyone tells you, they do not own the vision or have rights to it over anyone else. The Grail is not for
the good, the holy, the religious, for this sect or that, but for you.
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